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ORBIFOLD EULER CHARACTERISTICS OF NON-ORBIFOLD GROUPOIDS
CARLA FARSI AND CHRISTOPHER SEATON
Abstract. We introduce a generalization of the orbifold Euler characteristic and Γ -orbifold Euler
characteristic, where Γ is a finitely presented discrete group, to a class of proper topological groupoids
large enough to include all cocompact proper Lie groupoids. We show that the Zℓ-Euler characteristics
agree with the higher-order orbifold Euler characteristics of Gusein-Zade, Luengo, Melle-Herna´ndez
in the case of a translation groupoid by a compact Lie group. By realizing each of the Γ -Euler
characteristics as the usual Euler characteristic of a topological space, the Γ -inertia space of the
groupoid, we demonstrate that they are Morita invariant and satisfy familiar properties of the classical
Euler characteristic. We give an additional formulation of the Γ -Euler characteristics for a cocompact
proper Lie groupoid in terms of a finite covering by orbispace charts. In the case that the groupoid
is an abelian extension of a translation groupoid by a bundle of groups, we relate the Γ -Euler
characteristics to those of the translation groupoid and bundle of groups.
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1. Introduction
The string-theoretic orbifold Euler characteristic, often called simply the orbifold Euler character-
istic, was introduced for a global quotient orbifold (the quotient of a manifold by a finite group) in
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[19] and generalized to non-global quotient orbifolds in [41]. For the quotient of a manifold X by the
finite group G, it is given by
(1.1) χorbpX,Gq “
ÿ
rgsPAdGzG
χ
`
CGpgqzX
xgy
˘
.
See Notation 5.2. It was shown to be equal to the Euler characteristic of orbifold K-theory for global
quotients in [4] and effective orbifolds in [3], see also [2, 28, 44, 48], and to the usual Euler characteristic
of a resolution in [27]. As well, the orbifold Euler characteristic is equal to the usual Euler characteristic
of the inertia orbifold, see [2].
For global quotients, the orbifold Euler characteristic was identified as part of a sequence of higher-
order orbifold Euler characteristics in [9, 4]. Tamanoi [45, 46] identified these higher-order orbifold
Euler characteristics as the Zℓ-extensions of the orbifold Euler characteristic in a context where the
Γ -extension was defined for each finitely generated group Γ . These Γ -orbifold Euler characteristics
were generalized to non-global quotient orbifolds by the authors in [24] using the generalized twisted
sectors defined in [23, 22]. The Γ -orbifold Euler characteristics are the usual Euler characteristic of the
orbifold of Γ -sectors, with Γ “ Z corresponding to the inertia orbifold and hence the orbifold Euler
characteristic of Equation (1.1). Note that another, generally rational, numerical invariant, here called
the Euler-Satake characteristic (sometimes also called the orbifold Euler characteristic, among other
names) has played a significant role in some of the above references, though does not appear to be as
relevant in the context considered here. See Remarks 2.3 and 3.8.
In [25], Gusein-Zade, Luengo, and Melle-Herna´ndez defined a far-reaching generalization of the
orbifold Euler characteristic and higher-order orbifold Euler characteristics, which we will see in The-
orem 5.4 correspond to Γ “ Zℓ, to the case of a sufficiently nice G-space X where G is a compact Lie
group; see Definition 2.4 below. Using integration with respect to the Euler characteristic [55], the
sum in Equation (1.1) is reinterpreted as an integral over the space of conjugacy classes of the group,
yielding a definition that is well-defined in the presence of infinite isotropy groups. The Zℓ-orbifold
Euler are then defined recursively as an iterated integral.
One natural question about this definition, which is the initial motivation for this paper, is whether
the generalized orbifold Euler characteristics depend on the specific presentation of a quotient GzX
as a G-space or are invariant under equivalences of such presentations. An appropriate framework in
which to make this question precise is that of proper topological groupoids; where the appropriate
notion of equivalence is that of Morita equivalence. The generalized orbifold Euler characteristics of
[25] do not admit a direct generalization to this context, as there is no clear analog for the space
AdGzG of conjugacy classes in G. Hence, the first main goal of this paper is to give a generalization
of these orbifold Euler characteristics to groupoids, see Definition 3.6 and Theorem 5.4. This is done
by reinterpreting the integral over AdGzG as an integral over the quotient space GzX through two
applications of Fubini’s theorem; see Theorems 4.11 and 5.4. The resulting definition is Morita invariant
by Corollary 4.13, settling the question above. It also yields a definition of Euler characteristics for a
large class of proper topological groupoids, generalizing both beyond the class of translation groupoids
and to Γ -Euler characteristics for finitely presented groups Γ that need not be free abelian. Moreover,
even in the case where the groupoid is (Morita equivalent to) the extension of a translation groupoid
by a bundle of compact groups, the generalized Γ -Euler characteristics do not appear to be directly
related to that of the translation groupoid; see Example 5.13. Note that for non-orbifold groupoids,
Γ must be finitely presented, not merely finitely generated, as explained in Remark 3.7.
The applications of Fubini’s theorem described above identify the Γ -Euler characteristics of Defini-
tion 3.6 and the orbifold Euler characteristics of [25] recalled in Definition 2.4 with the ordinary Euler
characteristic of a topological space, the Γ -inertia space, which is the orbit space of the Γ -inertia
groupoid. See Definition 4.2 and Theorem 4.11. Because the Γ -inertia space is a generalization of
the inertia orbifold and orbifold of Γ -sectors to arbitrary topological groupoids, this generalizes the
characterization of the orbifold Euler characteristic of an orbifold as the Euler characteristic of the
inertia orbifold. The Zℓ-inertia groupoid has been considered in the context of equivariant K-theory
in [1]. In the case Γ “ Z, the Z-inertia groupoid (called simply the inertia groupoid) has appeared
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implicitly in the study of cyclic homology of convolution algebras of translation groupoids in [10] and
plays an important role in string topology [5, 6]. It was studied for translation groupoids in [21, 38],
and proper Lie groupoids in [20] where the inertia groupoid was shown explicitly to have the structure
of a differentiable stratified groupoid ; see also [13].
We are primarily interested in the case of a cocompact proper Lie groupoid and consider this
case explicitly throughout the paper. However, as was emphasized in [20], the construction of the
inertia groupoid leaves the category of Lie groupoids. Moreover, as the Euler characteristic depends
only on the underlying topology, restricting consideration to proper Lie groupoids is artificial for
our objectives. For this reason, we define the Γ -Euler characteristics for orbit-definable groupoids
introduced in Section 3.1, defined with respect to an o-minimal structure on R which we will always
assume contains the semialgebraic sets. These groupoids satisfy minimal hypotheses required to define
the Γ -Euler characteristics and include the case of cocompact proper Lie groupoids as well as other
important cases; see Lemmas 3.2, 3.3, and Corollary 3.4. The o-minimal structure of semialgebraic sets
is adequate for almost all of the cases we have in mind, and the reader unfamiliar with more general
notions of definability is welcome to replace “definable” with “semialgebraic” throughout the paper.
However, the minor technical challenges of considering a larger o-minimal structure avoid unnecessary
restrictions on the descriptions of the spaces to which these results can be applied; see Section 3.1.
A synopsis of the outline and main results of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we summa-
rize relevant background information on topological and Lie groupoids, Morita equivalence, o-minimal
structures, integration with respect to the Euler characteristic, Fubini’s theorem, and orbifold Euler
characteristics. In Section 3, we introduce orbit-definable groupoids and the Γ -Euler characteristics
of these groupoids, showing that they include cocompact proper Lie groupoids as well as semialge-
braic translation groupoids. Section 4 introduces the Γ -inertia groupoid of a topological groupoid and
establishes its basic properties. We then prove our first main result, Theorem 4.11, stating that the
Γ -Euler characteristic of an orbit definable groupoid is the usual Euler characteristic of the Γ -inertia
space when the latter is defined. This is used to establish several properties of the Γ -Euler charac-
teristics including Morita invariance (Corollary 4.13), additivity (Corollary 4.14), and multiplicativity
(Lemma 4.15). In Section 5, we consider the special cases of cocompact proper Lie groupoids and
translation groupoids. In Section 5.1, we prove Theorem 5.4, demonstrating that the Zℓ-Euler charac-
teristics of a translation groupoid coincide with the higher-order orbifold Euler characteristics of [25],
as well as Theorem 5.6, giving a non-iterative definition of the higher-order orbifold Euler character-
istics of a translation groupoid as well as the analogous Γ -extensions for Γ that are not free abelian.
Section 5.2 considers the case of cocompact proper Lie groupoids and uses the slice theorem of [37],
see also [58, 57, 14, 16], to give an alternate formulation of the Γ -Euler characteristics in this case,
Theorem 5.8, which is closer to the original definition of [25]. In Section 5.3, we consider extensions
of proper Lie groupoids by bundles of compact Lie groups, which by the work of Trentinaglia [51, 50]
include a large class of, and conjecturally all, proper Lie groupoids. We show in Theorem 5.12 that
when such an extension is abelian, there is a simple relationship between the Γ -Euler characteristics of
the extension, the translation groupoid, and the bundle of compact Lie groups. However, we indicate
that in the non-abelian case, such a relationship cannot be expected, and hence the generalization of
the orbifold Euler characteristics given here is a nontrivial generalization from the translation groupoid
case.
2. Background and Definitions
In this section, we review the essential background information to fix the language and notation.
2.1. Topological and Lie groupoids. In this section, we briefly recall facts about topological and
Lie groupoids for the purpose of fixing notation and terminology. For more details, the reader is
referred to [7, 34, 33, 40] for topological groupoids and [30, 32, 56] for Lie groupoids.
Recall that a groupoid G is given by two sets G0 of objects and G1 of arrows along with the structure
functions : the source sG : G1 Ñ G0, target tG : G1 Ñ G0, unit uG : G0 Ñ G1 written uGpxq “ 1x, inverse
iG : G1 Ñ G1, and multiplication mG : G1sG tˆGG1 Ñ G1 written mGpg, hq “ gh. For a point x P G0,
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the isotropy group of x, denoted Gxx , is the set ps, tq
´1px, xq. A topological groupoid is a groupoid such
that G0 and G1 are topological spaces and the structure functions are maps, i.e., continuous functions.
The orbit space |G| of a topological groupoid G is the quotient space of G0 by the equivalence relation
identifying x, y P G0 if there is a g P G1 such that sGpgq “ x and tGpgq “ y. We let πG : G0 Ñ |G| denote
the orbit map, which sends x P G0 to its G-orbit, the equivalence class of x, denoted Gx. Note that the
subscript G on the structure maps and π will be omitted when there is no possibility of confusion. In
this paper, we will always assume that a topological groupoid is open, meaning s is an open map. This
ensures that the π is open and hence a quotient map; see [52, Proposition 2.11]. We will also always
assume that G0 and G1 are Hausdorff.
A topological groupoid G is proper if the map ps, tq : G1 Ñ G0ˆG0 is a proper map, i.e., the preimage
of a compact set is compact. It is cocompact if the orbit space |G| is compact, and it is e´tale if s is
a local homeomorphism. A Lie groupoid is a topological groupoid such that G0 and G1 are smooth
manifolds without boundary, the structure maps are smooth, and s is a submersion.
If G is a topological group and X is a topological G-space, i.e., a topological space on which G acts
continuously, then the translation groupoid G˙X has space of objectsX and space of arrowsGˆX with
spg, xq “ x, tpg, xq “ gx, upxq “ p1, xq, ipg, xq “ pg´1, gxq, and composition ph, gxqpg, xq “ phg, xq.
The orbit space of G ˙ X is denoted |G ˙ X | or GzX . The translation groupoid is a topological
groupoid. If X is a smooth G-manifold without boundary, i.e., the map GˆX Ñ X is smooth, then
G˙X is a Lie groupoid.
If G is a topological groupoid and X is a topological space, a left action of G on X is given by
an anchor map α : X Ñ G0 and an action map G1sˆαX Ñ X , written pg, xq ÞÑ g ˚ x, such that
αpg ˚ xq “ tpgq, h ˚ pg ˚ xq “ phgq ˚ x, and 1αpxq ˚ x “ x for all x P X and g, h P G1 such that
these expressions are defined. We then refer to X as a G-space. The translation groupoid G ˙ X is
defined similarly to that of a group action; the space of objects is X , space of arrows is G1sGˆαX ,
sG˙Xpg, xq “ x, tG˙Xpg, xq “ g ˚ x, uG˙Xpxq “ p1αpxq, xq, iG˙Xpg, xq “ pg
´1, g ˚ xq, the product
is given by ph, g ˚ xqpg, xq “ phg, xq, and the orbit space is denoted either |G ˙ X | or GzX . A Lie
groupoid action on a smooth manifold X is defined similarly, requiring the anchor and action maps to
be smooth, and then G ˙X is a Lie groupoid.
If G and H are topological (respectively Lie) groupoids, a homomorphism Φ : G Ñ H consists
of two (smooth) maps Φ0 : G0 Ñ H0 and Φ1 : G1 Ñ H1 that preserve each of the structure maps.
A homomorphism of topological (Lie) groupoids is an essential equivalence, also known as a weak
equivalence, if the map tH ˝ pr1 : H1sHˆΦ0G0 Ñ H0, where pr1 is the projection onto the first factor,
is an open surjection (smooth submersion) and the diagram
G1
psG ,tGq

Φ1
// H1
psH,tHq

G0 ˆ G0
Φ0ˆΦ0
// H0 ˆH0,
is a fibred product (of smooth manifolds). Two groupoids G and H areMorita equivalent as topological
(Lie) groupoids if there is a third topological (Lie) groupoid K and essential equivalences (of Lie
groupoids) G Ð K Ñ H.
2.2. Definable sets and integration with respect to the Euler characteristic. In order to
define the integral with respect to the Euler characteristic, we need to work within a fixed o-minimal
structure on R. We give a very brief summary of the background and refer the reader to [53] for more
details on o-minimal structures. For the integral with respect to the Euler characteristic, see [55] or
[15, Sections 2–4].
Recall [53, Chapter 1, Definition (2.1)] that a structure on R is a collection pSnqnPN with the
following properties: Each Sn is a boolean algebra of subsets of R
n (i.e. is closed under unions and set
differences) such that AˆR P Sn`1 and RˆA P Sn`1 for each A P Sn. Moreover, each Sn contains the
diagonal tpx, . . . , xq : x P Ru Ă Rn, and the projection of any A P Sn`1 to R
n obtained by dropping
the last coordinate is contained in Sn. A structure pSnqnPN is o-minimal if S1 is the set of finite unions
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of points and open intervals and S2 contains tpx, yq P R
2 : x ă yu. For a fixed o-minimal structure, a
set A Ď Rn is definable if it is an element of Sn. Similarly, a function f : R
m Ñ Rn is definable if its
graph tpx, fpxqqu Ă Rm`n is definable.
An important example of an o-minimal structure, and the one that we primarily have in mind, is that
of semialgebraic sets ; see [53, p. 1]. A subset A Ď Rn is semialgebraic if it is a finite union of solution
sets to finite systems of polynomial equations and inequalities, i.e., sets of the form f1px1, . . . , xnq “
¨ ¨ ¨ “ fkpx1, . . . , xnq “ 0 and g1px1, . . . , xnq ą 0, . . . , gmpx1, . . . , xnq ą 0 (where k or m may be 0). We
will sometimes restrict to the o-minimal structure of semialgebraic sets, and readers are welcome to
consider only this o-minimal structure as noted in the introduction. When we work more generally,
we will always assume that an o-minimal structure contains the semi-algebraic sets.
We now recall the definition of the Euler characteristic of a definable set. Fix an o-minimal structure
on R. Then for each definable set A Ď Rn, the Euler characteristic χpAq of A is defined. Specifically,
any definable set A can be partitioned into finitely many simple sets called cells, the Euler characteristic
of a cell of dimension d is defined to be p´1qd, and then χpAq is defined as the sum of the Euler
characteristics of its cells; see [53, Chapters 3, 4]. This definition of the Euler characteristic is invariant
under definable homeomorphisms and is finitely (but not countably) additive. When A is compact, this
definition coincides with the usual definition of the Euler characteristic of a triangulable topological
space, but χ is not homotopy-invariant in general. For instance, the Euler characteristic of a finite
or infinite open interval (a single 1-dimensional cell) is ´1, and the Euler characteristic of a finite or
infinite half-open interval (the union of a 0-cell, with Euler characteristic 1, and a 1-cell, with Euler
characteristic ´1) is 0.
We will need the notion of a definably proper equivalence relation and quotient. Recall [53, Chapter
6, Definition (4.4)] that a definable continuous function f : X Ñ Y between definable spaces is definably
proper if the preimage of every compact definable subset of Y is compact. Clearly, if f is definable,
continuous, and proper, then it is definably proper. An equivalence relation E Ď X ˆX is a definably
proper equivalence relation if E is definable and the projection pr1 : E Ñ X onto the first factor is
definable [53, Chapter 10, Definition (2.13)]. If E is a definably proper equivalence relation on X ,
then a definably proper quotient of X by E is a definable space Y and a definable continuous surjective
map π : X Ñ Y such that πpx1q “ πpx2q for every px1, x2q P E, and π is definably proper; a definably
proper quotient is unique up to definable homeomorphism and hence denoted EzX [53, Chapter 10,
Definition (2.2) and Remark (2.3)]. By [53, Chapter 10, Theorem 2.15], if E is a definably proper
equivalence relation on the definable set X , then EzX exists as a definably proper quotient.
A topological group G is a definable topological group if it is a definable set and the product and
inverse maps are definable and continuous. Any compact Lie group is a definable topological group
in the o-minimal structure of semialgebraic sets by [35, Lemma 2.2] and hence in any o-minimal
structure that contains the semialgebraic sets (as the graphs of the multiplication and inverse maps
are semialgebraic, and hence contained in any larger o-minimal structure). Conversely, any definable
group, i.e., a definable set such that the multiplication and inverse functions are definable but not
necessarily continuous, admits a topology with respect to which it is a Lie group, see [39]. For this
reason, and particularly because most of the groups we consider will be compact, we will usually
consider Lie groups with no loss of generality. For a definable topological group G, a definable G-set
X is G-space X such that X is a definable set and the action GˆX Ñ X is definable. A semialgebraic
G-set is a definable G-set in the o-minimal structure of semialgebraic sets; see [11, Section 2].
We will make frequent use of the following and hence include a proof for clarity.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose G is a definable topological group, X and Y are definable G-sets, and f : X Ñ Y
is a G-equivariant definable map. Then the induced map f : GzX Ñ GzY on orbit spaces is definable.
Proof. Define a pGˆG)-action on the graph of f in X ˆ Y by pg1, g2qpx, fpxqq “ pg1x, g2fpxqq, which
is evidently definable. Then graphpfq is a definable pGˆGq-set, and the quotient graph
`
pGˆGqzf
˘
is the graph of f . 
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Let X be a definable set. A function f : X Ñ Z is constructible if f´1pkq is definable for each
k P Z. If f is a bounded constructible function, then the integral of f over X with respect to the Euler
characteristic is defined to be ż
X
fpxq dχpxq :“
ÿ
kPZ
χ
`
f´1pkq
˘
.
Note that the image of f in Z is finite so that this sum is finite as well. Hence the integral is well-defined
by the finite additivity of χ. As noted in [15, Proposition 4.2], it is often easier to compute with the
equivalent formulationż
X
fpxq dχpxq “
8ÿ
k“0
χ
`
f´1ptj : j ą kuq ´ χ
`
f´1ptj : j ă ´kuq
˘
.
Note that if fpxq “ c is constant, then
ş
X
fpxq dχpxq “ cχpXq. Note further that if X is partitioned
into finitely many disjoint definable sets X1, . . . , Xm, then
ş
X
fpxq dχpxq “
řm
i“1
ş
Xi
fpxq dχpxq.
The following version of Fubini’s Theorem will play an important role; see [55, 3.A] or [15, Theorem
4.5].
Theorem 2.2 (Fubini’s Theorem, [55, 3.A]). Let X and Y be definable sets, ϕ : X Ñ Y a definable
function, and f : X Ñ Z a bounded constructible function. Thenż
X
fpxq dχpxq “
ż
Y
˜ż
ϕ´1pyq
fpxq dχpxq
¸
dχpyq.
Because the integral is defined as a finite sum, the proof of Theorem 2.2 is simple given the Hardt
Trivialisation theorem for definable functions, [53, Chapter 9, Theorem (1.7)], which yields a cell
decomposition of Y such that the preimage of each cell under ϕ is a product of the cell and a definable
set on which ϕ coincides with the projection onto the cell.
2.3. Orbifold Euler characteristics. In this section, we briefly recall the construction of the Γ -
Euler characteristic of a closed orbifold as well as their generalization in [25]; see [24, Section 2.1 and
Definition 4.1] for more details.
Recall that an orbifold Q (without boundary) can be defined to be the Morita equivalence class
of a proper e´tale Lie groupoid, and a choice of groupoid G from this Morita equivalence class is a
presentation of Q; see [2]. The underlying space of Q is the orbit space |G| of a presentation G, which
does not depend on the choice of G (up to homeomorphism). An orbifold is a global quotient if it
admits a presentation of the form G ˙ X where G is a finite group and X is a smooth G-manifold
without boundary.
Let G be a proper e´tale Lie groupoid presenting the orbifold Q, and assume that Q is closed, i.e., G is
cocompact. Let Γ be a finitely generated discrete group, considered as a groupoid with a single object.
The space HompΓ,Gq of groupoid homomorphisms Γ Ñ G inherits the structure of a smooth G-manifold
(possibly with components of different dimensions), and the translation groupoid G ˙ HompΓ,Gq is a
cocompact orbifold groupoid representing the orbifold of Γ -sectors of Q, denoted rQΓ . When Γ “ Z,rQZ is called the inertia orbifold, with connected components called twisted sectors [2, Section 2.5]. The
Γ -Euler characteristic χΓ pQq is defined to be χp rQΓ q “ χp|G ˙ HompΓ,Gq|q, the Euler characteristic
of the orbit space of G ˙HompΓ,Gq. Many of the various Euler characteristics that have been defined
in the literature for orbifolds occur as χΓ for a specific choice Γ ; see [24, p. 524]. In particular, the
string-theoretic orbifold Euler characteristic recalled in Equation (1.1), introduced in [19] for global
quotients and [41] more generally, corresponds to χZ. For global quotients, the sequence of orbifold
Euler characteristics of [9] coincides with tχZℓuℓPN, and the generalized orbifold Euler characteristic
of [45, 46] coincide with the χΓ for finitely generated Γ . Note that HompZ,Gq is often called the loop
space of G, G ˙HompZ,Gq is called the inertia groupoid of G, and |G ˙HompZ,Gq| is the inertia space
of G, particularly when G is not an orbifold groupoid; we will extend this definition and language to
arbitrary finitely presented Γ in Definition 4.2 below. When G is an orbifold groupoid, the language
of twisted sectors or Γ -sectors is used to emphasize the fact that rQΓ is a disjoint union of orbifolds.
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Remark 2.3. Another important invariant for orbifolds, the Euler-Satake characteristic χES , has ap-
peared under various names [42, 47, 29]. In the simplest case of a global quotient orbifold, presented
by G˙M where G is a finite group and M a smooth G-manifold, χESpGzMq is given by χpMq{|G|. A
rational number in general, the Euler-Satake characteristic is defined for an arbitrary closed orbifold
by
(2.1) χESpQq “
ÿ
σPT
p´1qdimσ
1
|Gσ|
,
where T is a triangulation of the underlying space of Q such that the order of the isotropy group is
constant on the interior of each simplex σ P T and |Gσ| denotes this order; see [24, Section 2.2]. Using
[43, Theorem 3.2], the (usual) Euler characteristic of the underlying topological space of Q can be
expressed as χES
Z
pQq, and hence for any finitely presented group Γ , the Euler characteristic χΓ pQq can
be expressed as χESΓˆZpQq; see [24, Equations (8) and (9)] (see also [46, Proposition 2-2(2)] for the case
of a global quotient). Hence, the Euler-Satake characteristic is in some sense more primitive than the
usual Euler characteristic, as all Γ -Euler characteristics can be expressed in terms of Γ -Euler-Satake
characteristics, but not conversely. For the present purpose, however, the Euler-Satake characteristic
will be less relevant; see Remark 3.8 below.
Using the language of integration with respect to the Euler characteristic recalled in Section 2.2,
Gusein-Zade, Luengo, Melle-Herna´ndez [25] gave the following generalization of orbifold Euler charac-
teristics to the non-orbifold setting of a G-space X where G is a compact Lie group and X does not
necessarily have finite isotropy groups. Using this definition, they generalize the generating series for
higher-order orbifold Euler characteristics of wreath symmetric products given for orbifolds in [45, 24].
The hypotheses on X in [25] are deliberately loose; they assume that X is “good enough,” e.g., a quasi-
projective variety, with finitely many orbit types, each having a well-defined Euler characteristic. For
our purposes, it will be sufficient to assume that X is a semialgebraic G-set, though this is purely for
convenience. Note that [25] considered right G-actions, while we state the definition here in terms of
left actions.
Definition 2.4 (Orbifold Euler characteristics for G-spaces, [25, Definitions 2.1 and 2.2]). Let G be
a compact Lie group and X a semialgebraic G-set. For each g P G, let Xxgy denote the points fixed
by g, let CGpgq denote the centralizer of g in G, and let rgsG denote the conjugacy class of g in G.
Let AdG denote the adjoint action of G on itself so that AdGzG is the space of conjugacy classes in G.
The orbifold Euler characteristic of pX,Gq is given by
(2.2) χp1qpX,Gq “
ż
AdGzG
χ
`
CGpgqzX
xgy
˘
dχprgsGq.
If ℓ P N, the orbifold Euler characteristic of order ℓ of pX,Gq is given by
(2.3) χpℓqpX,Gq “
ż
AdGzG
χpℓ´1q
`
Xxgy, CGpgq
˘
dχprgsGq,
with χp0qpX,Gq “ χpGzXq.
Note that the homeomorphism type of Xxgy as a CGpgq-space depends only on the conjugacy class
of g so that the integrands are well-defined. Note further that when G acts on X with finite isotropy
groups so that G˙X presents an orbifold Q, χpℓqpX,Gq coincides with χZℓpQq defined in Section 2.3;
see [25, Definition 1.1] and [24, p.524]. In particular, when G is finite, χp1qpX,Gq reduces to χorbpX,Gq
of Equation (1.1).
Remark 2.5. In [25], χp1qpX,Gq is denoted χorbpX,Gq. We will use the notation χp1qpX,Gq to avoid
confusion with other Euler characteristics.
8 CARLA FARSI AND CHRISTOPHER SEATON
3. Γ -Euler characteristics for groupoids
In this section, we define the Γ -Euler characteristic of a groupoid G where Γ is a finitely presented
discrete group; see Definition 3.6. We will see in Section 5 that these generalize the orbifold Euler
characteristics of [25] recalled in Definition 2.4 as well as the other Γ -Euler characteristics and orb-
ifold Euler characteristics recalled above. First, we describe the groupoids for which these Γ -Euler
characteristics are defined.
For the remainder of this paper, Γ will always denote a finitely presented group equipped with the
discrete topology.
3.1. Orbit-definable groupoids. We begin with the following.
Definition 3.1 (Orbit definable groupoids). Fix an o-minimal structure on R that contains the semi-
algebraic sets. A topological groupoid G is orbit-definable (with respect to this o-minimal structure)
if
(i) The orbit space |G| is definable,
(ii) For each x P G0, the isotropy group G
x
x is a compact Lie group, and
(iii) The equivalence relation x „ y if and only if Gxx and G
y
y are isomorphic is a finite partition of
G0 inducing a finite partition of the orbit space |G| into definable sets.
The Γ -Euler characteristics we introduce in Definition 3.6 below will be defined for orbit-definable
groupoids. It is frequently the case that the o-minimal structure of semialgebraic sets will be sufficient.
However, larger o-minimal structures allow the consideration of sets that are described more analyt-
ically, e.g., using exponential functions, see [54, Section 2.5], and there is no reason to preclude this
flexibility. We are primarily interested in the special case of cocompact proper Lie groupoids, which
we now show are always orbit-definable. Note that the class of orbit-definable groupoids is much larger
than that of cocompact proper Lie groupoids.
Lemma 3.2 (Cocompact proper Lie groupoids are orbit-definable). Let G be a cocompact proper Lie
groupoid. Then G is orbit-definable.
Proof. Let x P G0, and then it is well known that G
x
x is a Lie group; see [32, Theorem 5.4]. As
Gxx “ ps, tq
´1pxq, it is compact by the properness of G. By [37, Corollary 7.2], |G| admits a triangulation
which is compatible with the stratification by orbit types, i.e., the closure of each stratum corresponds
to a simplicial subcomplex, and as noted in that reference, the local compactness of |G| implies that the
triangulating simplicial complex is locally finite. As G is cocompact so that |G| is actually compact, the
simplicial complex is finite, and therefore admits the structure of a semialgebraic set [18, page 956].
Hence |G| is definable. Then by [37, Theorems 5.3 and 5.7], |G| is stratified by weak orbit types,
corresponding to isomorphism classes of isotropy groups, which are finite unions of orbit types. 
The hypothesis of cocompactness in Lemma 3.2 is sufficient but not necessary, which can be seen
by considering G|π´1pUq where G is cocompact, U is an open definable subset of |G|, and π : G0 Ñ |G|
denotes the orbit map.
It is natural to consider topological groupoids G such that the spaces of objects and arrows and
structure maps are definable. Using the results of [53, Section 10.2], such a groupoid admits a definable
orbit space assuming it is proper and the source map is proper. Note that as the inverse map i : G1 Ñ G1
is its own inverse function and hence a homeomorphism, if s is proper then t “ s ˝ i is proper as well.
See also [8, Theorem 1.4] for the semialgebraic case.
Lemma 3.3. Let G be a proper topological groupoid such that the sets G0, G1 and the structure maps
s, t, u, i,m are definable, and the source map is proper. Then G satisfies Definition 3.1(i) and (ii). In
addition, if G satisfies Definition 3.1(iii), then G is orbit-definable.
Proof. Let E “ tpx, yq : x P G0, y P Gxu denote the equivalence relation corresponding to the partition
of G0 into orbits. Then E is the image of the definable function ps, tq : G1 Ñ G0 ˆ G0 and hence
definable. Let pr1 : E Ñ G0 denote the projection onto the first factor and let K Ď G0 be definable
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and compact. Then pr´11 pKq is given by ps, tq
`
s´1pKq
˘
. As s is proper so that s´1pKq is definable
and compact, the image ps, tq
`
s´1pKq
˘
“ pr´11 pKq of s
´1pKq under ps, tq is definable and compact so
that pr1 is definably proper. Then by [53, Chapter 10, Theorem (2.15)], the orbit space |G| “ EzG0 is
a definably proper quotient of G0. That ps, tq is proper and definable, hence definably proper, implies
that ps, tq´1pxq “ Gxx is compact for each x P G0. 
An important case of Lemma 3.3 is that of the translation groupoid G˙X where G is a compact Lie
group and X is a semialgebraic G-set; see Section 2.2. In this case, the structure maps are obviously
semialgebraic, and G˙X is proper. For any compact K Ď X , the set s´1G˙XpKq “ GˆK is compact so
that s is proper. As well, a semialgebraic G-set X has finitely many orbit types, each a semialgebraic
set, see [11, Section 2 and Theorem 2.6], yielding the following.
Corollary 3.4 (Semialgebraic G-sets are orbit-definable). Let G be a compact Lie group and X a
semialgebraic G-set. Then G˙X is an orbit-definable groupoid.
3.2. Γ -Euler characteristics for orbit-definable groupoids. Let G be a compact Lie group and
let Γ be a finitely presented discrete group. We will frequently make use of the following.
Notation 3.5. Assume Γ has finite presentation Γ “ xγ1, . . . , γℓ | R1, . . . , Rky. Then HompΓ,Gq
can be identified with the subset of Gℓ satisfying the relations Ri via the map HompΓ,Gq Q φ ÞÑ
pφpγ1q, . . . , φpγℓqq P G
ℓ. With respect to this identification, the action of G on HompΓ,Gq by conjuga-
tion corresponds to the action of G on Gℓ by simultaneous conjugation.
Using this description, it is clear that HompΓ,Gq is definable. As well, the action of G on HompΓ,Gq
by conjugation is definable, so the quotient GzHompΓ,Gq is definable by [53, Chapter 10, Corol-
lary (2.18)].
Now suppose G is an orbit-definable groupoid. If x, y P G0 are in the same orbit, i.e., there is an
h P G1 such that sphq “ x and tphq “ y, then conjugation by h induces an isomorphism of G
x
x onto G
y
y .
Definition 3.6 (Γ -Euler characteristics for orbit-definable groupoids). Let G be an orbit-definable
groupoid, and let Γ be a finitely presented (discrete) group. Define the Z-Euler characteristic to be
(3.1) χZpGq “
ż
|G|
χ
`
AdGxxzG
x
x
˘
dχpGxq.
More generally, the Γ -Euler characteristic is given by
(3.2) χΓ pGq “
ż
|G|
χ
`
G
x
xzHompΓ,G
x
x q
˘
dχpGxq,
where the action of Gxx on HompΓ,G
x
x q is given by pointwise conjugation. Note that Equation (3.2)
reduces to Equation (3.1) in the case Γ “ Z via the identification of HompZ,Gxx q with G
x
x by choosing
a generator for Z.
We will see in Section 5.1 that when G “ G ˙ X is a translation groupoid, the definition of
χZpGq in Equation (3.1) coincides with the orbifold Euler characteristic χ
p1qpX,Gq of [25] recalled in
Equation (2.2). If in addition Γ “ Zℓ, the definition of χZℓpGq in Equation (3.2) coincides with the
higher-order orbifold Euler characteristic χpℓqpX,Gq of [25] recalled in Equation (2.3); see Theorem 5.4
below. In particular, if G is finite so that G ˙ X presents a global quotient orbifold, the definition
of χp1qpX,Gq reduces to the orbifold Euler characteristic of [19] recalled in Equation (1.1), which is
therefore equal to χZpG˙Xq. More generally, if G is an orbifold groupoid presenting the orbifold Q,
we will see that χΓ pGq coincides with the Γ -Euler characteristic χΓ pQq of [24] recalled in Section 2.3;
this is a consequence of Theorem 4.11 below and the fact that χΓ pQq is the Euler characteristic of the
Γ -inertia space of Q, in the orbifold context called the orbifold of Γ -sectors rQΓ . See Section 4.3 for
example computations of χZpGq and χΓ pGq.
Remark 3.7. In the case of an orbifold groupoid, see Section 2.3, the isotropy groups are finite, so
it is sufficient to assume Γ is finitely generated. In the present context, we require that Γ is finitely
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presented to ensure that HompΓ,Gq can be described as in Notation 3.5 by a finite collection of relations
and hence is definable.
Note that as G is orbit-definable, |G| is definable, as is each isotropy group Gxx . Hence χ
`
AdGxxzG
x
x
˘
and χ
`
GxxzHompΓ,G
x
x q
˘
are defined, as discussed above. Moreover, as the partition of |G| into orbits
of points with isomorphic isotropy groups is a finite partition into definable sets, the two integrands
in Equations (3.1) and (3.2) of Definition 3.6 are constructible functions on |G|. It follows that χZpGq
and χΓ pGq are defined.
Note that if Γ “ t0u is the trivial group, then χt0u “
ş
|G|
dχpGxq “ χp|G|q is the usual Euler
characteristic of the orbit space.
Remark 3.8. For the Euler-Satake characteristic χES of an orbifold, see Remark 2.3, a natural gener-
alization to the case of orbit-definable groupoids considered in this paper would be to replace |Gσ| in
Equation (2.1) with the number of connected components of the isotropy group. Because the Euler-
Satake characteristic is finitely additive, integration with respect to the Euler-Satake characteristic can
be defined in the same way as integration with respect to the Euler characteristic; we could therefore
define χESΓ pGq by replacing χ with χ
ES in Equations (3.1) and (3.2). However, we find the above
definition difficult to motivate, and the fundamental relationship between the Euler-Satake character-
istic and the usual Euler characteristic breaks down in this more general setting. That is, the identity
χESΓˆZpGq “ χΓ pGq no longer holds for non-orbifold groupoids G, as is illustrated by Example 3.9.
Hence, while the results of this paper could also be formulated with χ replaced by χES , we restrict our
attention to the former. See also [29], where the Euler-Satake characteristic of an orbifold is identified
as a case of the Euler characteristic of a finite category.
Example 3.9. Let X be a point with the trivial action of the circle G “ S1, and let G “ G˙X . Then
χt0upGq “ χp|G|q “ 1 and, using the definition suggested in Remark 2.3, χ
ES
t0upGq “ χESp|G|q “ 1. As
Gxx for the single point x P X is given by S
1 and the conjugation action is trivial, χES
Z
pGq “ χZpGq “ 0.
Hence, the identity χESΓˆZpGq “ χΓ pGq is not satisfied when Γ “ t0u is the trivial group. Similarly,
as the isotropy group of any element of HompΓ,Gq is simply G for any finitely presented group Γ ,
χESΓ pGq “ χΓ pGq.
4. χΓ pGq as the Euler characteristic of a topological space
In this section, we realize the Γ -Euler characteristic of an orbit-definable groupoid G as the usual
Euler characteristic of a topological space that depends only on the Morita equivalence class of G, and
hence prove that χΓ pGq is Morita invariant. To begin, we define the Γ -inertia groupoid of an arbitrary
topological groupoid, whose orbit space will be the topological space in question.
4.1. The Γ -inertia groupoid of a topological groupoid. Let G be a topological groupoid and
Γ a finitely presented discrete group. As a groupoid, the object space of Γ is a single point. Hence,
a groupoid homomorphism φ : Γ Ñ G is given by a choice of x P G0, the value of φ0 at the unique
object of the groupoid Γ , and a group homomorphism φ1 : Γ Ñ G
x
x . In particular, for each γ P Γ ,
s ˝ φ1pγq “ t ˝ φ1pγq “ x.
Notation 4.1. If φ P HompΓ,Gq, we will for simplicity use φ0 to denote the map of φ on objects as
well as its single value in G0 at the unique object of Γ .
The space HompΓ,Gq inherits the compact-open topology from Γ and G with subbase given by the
set of φ P HompΓ,Gq such that φ0 P U and φ1pKq Ď V where K is a finite subset of Γ , U Ď G0 and
V Ď G1 are open, and spV q Ď U . For a fixed x P G0, the relative topology on the set of φ P HompΓ,Gq
such that φ0 “ x coincides with the topology on HompΓ,G
x
x q as a subset of pG
x
xq
ℓ as described in
Section 3.2.
We now state the following. See [21, 20] for the case Γ “ Z.
Definition 4.2 (The Γ -inertia groupoid). Let G be a topological groupoid and Γ a finitely presented
discrete group. The Γ -loop space of G is the space HompΓ,Gq with the compact-open topology described
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above. The Γ -inertia groupoid of G, denoted ΛΓG, is the translation groupoid G ˙ HompΓ,Gq for the
action of G on HompΓ,Gq by conjugation. Hence, the space of objects of ΛΓG is the Γ -loop space
HompΓ,Gq, the anchor map AΓ,G : HompΓ,Gq Ñ G0 is given by AΓ,G : φ ÞÑ φ0 (denoted simply A
when Γ and G are clear from the context), the source of each element of the image of φ1, and the action
of g P G1 on φ P HompΓ,Gq such that spgq “ φ0 is given by conjugation in G1, i.e., pg ˚ φq1 “ gφ1g
´1.
When there is no ambiguity, we will use the shorthand πΛ to denote the orbit map πΛΓG : ΛΓG Ñ |ΛΓG|
of the groupoid ΛΓG. Note that g ˚ φ is a homomorphism Γ Ñ G with pg ˚ φq0 “ tpgq, i.e., a group
homomorphism from Γ to G
tpgq
tpgq .
When Γ “ Z, the Γ -inertia groupoid and space are referred to simply as the inertia groupoid and
inertia space, and the Γ -loop space is the loop space. Note that the Γ -loop space HompΓ,Gq has the
structure of a subgroupoid of G, and some authors refer to HompZ,Gq as the isotropy subgroupoid of G.
For our purposes, HompΓ,Gq plays the role of a G-space, and so the groupoid structure is not relevant.
Remark 4.3. If G “ G˙X is a translation groupoid where G is a topological group, the Γ -loop space
HompΓ,G˙Xq is the topological space tpφ, xq P HompΓ,GqˆX : φpγq P Gx @γ P Γ u where Gx denotes
the isotropy group of x P X . The pG ˙Xq-action coincides with restriction of the diagonal G-action
on HompΓ,Gq ˆ X to the G-invariant subset HompΓ,G ˙ Xq, where the action on HompΓ,Gq is by
pointwise conjugation. Choosing a finite presentation Γ “ xγ1, . . . , γℓ | R1, . . . , Rky, we identify this
space via the map φ ÞÑ pφpγ1q, . . . , φpγrqq with the set of points pg1, . . . , gℓ, xq P G
ℓ ˆX such that the
gi satisfy the relations Rj and gipxq “ x for each i. The pG ˙Xq-action coincides with the diagonal
G-action on Gℓ ˆX , acting by simultaneous conjugation on Gℓ-factor.
We have the following, which was proven for orbifold groupoids in [23, Lemma 2.5].
Lemma 4.4. If G and H are topological groupoids and Γ is a finitely presented group, then a homo-
morphism Φ : G Ñ H induces a homomorphism ΛΓ pΦq : ΛΓG Ñ ΛΓH. If Φ is an essential equivalence,
then ΛΓ pΦq is as well.
Proof. Define the map on objects pΛΓ pΦqq0 : HompΓ,Gq Ñ HompΓ,Hq by φ ÞÑ Φ1 ˝ φ, and then for
each φ P HompΓ,Gq and g P G1 such that sGpgq “ φ0, we have Φ1pgq˚
`
pΛΓ pΦqq0pφq
˘
“ pΛΓ pΦqq0pg˚φq.
It follows that Φ1 induces a homomorphism of the translation groupoids ΛΓ pΦq : G ˙ HompΓ,Gq “
ΛΓG Ñ ΛΓH “ H˙HompΓ,Hq.
Now suppose Φ is an essential equivalence. Then G1 is the fibred product H1psH,tH qˆ Φ0ˆΦ0pG0ˆG0q,
implying that for each x P G0, Φ1 restricts to an isomorphism G
x
x Ñ H
Φ0pxq
Φ0pxq
, and hence induces an
isomorphism HompΓ,Gxx q Ñ Hom
`
Γ,H
Φ0pxq
Φ0pxq
˘
. The map
tΛΓH ˝ pr1 :
`
H1sHˆAΓ,H HompΓ,Hq
˘
sΛΓH pˆΛΓ pΦqq0
HompΓ,Gq Ñ HompΓ,Hq,
where
`
H1sHˆAΓ,H HompΓ,Hq
˘
sΛΓH pˆΛΓ pΦqq0
HompΓ,Gq is the set of
`
ph, Φ1˝φq, φ
˘
with φ P HompΓ,Hq
and h P H1 such that sHphq “ Φ0pφ0q, is given by
`
ph, Φ1 ˝ φq, φ
˘
ÞÑ hpΦ1 ˝ φqh
´1. As the map
tH ˝ pr1 : H1sHˆΦ0G0 Ñ H0 is surjective, each y P H0 is in the orbit of some Φ0pxq, and hence
each ψ P HompΓ,Hq such that ψ0 “ y is conjugate via H1 to an element of HompΓ, Φ1pG
x
xqq. It
follows that tΛΓH ˝ pr1 is surjective. Then as pr1 and tΛΓH are open, the restriction of their com-
position is open, so tΛΓH ˝ pr1 is an open surjection. Similarly, as Φ1 restricts to an isomorphism
Gxx Ñ H
Φ0pxq
Φ0pxq
at each x P G0, the fact that G1 is a fibred product and Φ1 induces an isomorphism
HompΓ,Gxxq Ñ Hom
`
Γ,H
Φ0pxq
Φ0pxq
˘
for each x P G0 as above implies that
G1sGˆAΓ,G HompΓ,Gq
psΛΓ G ,tΛΓGq

pΛΓ pΦqq1
// H1sHˆAΓ,H HompΓ,Hq
psΛΓH,tΛΓHq

HompΓ,Gq ˆHompΓ,Gq
pΛΓ pΦqq0ˆpΛΓ pΦqq0
// HompΓ,Hq ˆHompΓ,Hq
is as well a fibred product, completing the proof. 
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We recall the following, which was proven for arbitrary groupoids (without a topology) in [24,
Theorem 3.1], and in [46, Proposition 2-1(2)] for the case of global quotient orbifolds. We summarize
the proof for topological groupoids here, referring the reader to [24, Theorem 3.1] for more details.
Lemma 4.5 (The Γ -inertia groupoid is iterative). Let Γ1 and Γ2 be finitely presented groups. Then
for a topological groupoid G, ΛΓ1ˆΓ2G is isomorphic to ΛΓ2pΛΓ1Gq.
Proof. An element of HompΓ2, ΛΓ1Gq “ Hom
`
Γ2,G˙HompΓ1,Gq
˘
is given by a choice of φ P HompΓ1,Gq
and ψ P HompΓ2, pΛΓ1Gq
φ
φq “ HompΓ2, CGφ0
φ0
pφ1qq. Hence, the map sending pψ, φq to the pointwise
product φ1ψ1 P Hom
`
Γ1 ˆ Γ2,G
φ0
φ0
˘
induces a bijection e0 : HompΓ2, ΛΓ1Gq Ñ HompΓ1 ˆ Γ2,Gq. The
map e0 is continuous because multiplication in G1 is continuous, and e
´1
0 is given by composition with
the projections Γ1 ˆ Γ2 Ñ Γi so is continuous as well. Therefore, e0 it is a homeomorphism. If h P G1
such that sGphq “ φ0, then h ˚ e0pφ, ψq “ e0ph ˚φ, h ˚ψq so that e0 is G-equivariant. It follows that e0
induces an isomorphism e : ΛΓ2pΛΓ1Gq Ñ ΛΓ1ˆΓ2G of topological groupoids. 
The construction of the Γ -inertia groupoid also commutes with restriction to subsets in the following
sense.
Lemma 4.6 (The Γ -inertia groupoid is local in G0). Let G be a topological groupoid, let Γ be a finitely
presented discrete group, and let U Ď G0. Recall that A : HompΓ,Gq Ñ G0 is defined by Apφq “ φ0,
see Notation 4.1. Then ΛΓ pG|U q “ pΛΓGq|A´1pUq.
Proof. We have
HompΓ,G|U q “ tφ P HompΓ,Gq : φ0 P Uu
“ A´1pUq
so that the object spaces of ΛΓ pG|U q and pΛΓGq|A´1pUq coincide. Then the result follows from the fact
that each groupoid is given by the restriction of the G-action to this set. 
We recall the following.
Definition 4.7 (Saturation). Let G be a topological groupoid. For a subset U Ď G0, the saturation
of U , denoted SatpUq, is defined to be π´1pπpUqq, where we recall that π : G0 Ñ |G| denotes the orbit
map. A set U is saturated if U “ SatpUq.
Let |A| : |ΛΓG| Ñ |G| denote the map on orbit spaces induced by A, i.e., |A| : Gφ ÞÑ Gφ0. Note that
|A| is obviously surjective; for each Gx P |G|, there is a φ P HompΓ,Gq “ pΛΓGq0 such that φ0 “ x and
φpγq “ upxq for each γ P Γ , and then |A|pGφq “ Gx. Note further that πG ˝ A “ |A| ˝ πΛ, where we
recall that πΛ denotes the orbit map for the groupoid ΛΓG.
If U Ď G0 with the subspace topology, then the inclusion ι0 : U Ñ G0 induces a groupoid homo-
morphism ι : G|U Ñ G, and it is easy to see that the map ι1 on arrows is a homeomorphism onto its
image. For the groupoid homomorphism ΛΓ pιq : ΛΓ pG|U q Ñ ΛΓG described by Lemma 4.4, we have
pΛΓ pιqq0pφq “ ι1 ˝ φ, so that pΛΓ pιqq0 is simply the natural inclusion of HompΓ,G|U q into HompΓ,Gq
as a subspace. Combining this observation with Lemmas 4.4 and 4.6, we have the following.
Corollary 4.8. Let G be a topological groupoid and let Γ be a finitely presented discrete group. Suppose
U Ď G0 such that the inclusion ι : G|U Ñ G| SatpUq is an essential equivalence. Then the induced map
ΛΓ pιq : ΛΓ pG|U q Ñ pΛΓGq|A´1pSatpUqq defined in Lemma 4.4 is a weak equivalence in particular inducing
a homeomorphism of |ΛΓ pG|U q| with |A|
´1pπpUqq Ď |ΛΓ pGq|.
4.2. The Euler characteristic of the Γ -inertia space. Let G be an orbit-definable groupoid. We
introduce the following hypothesis, which ensures that the inertia space |ΛΓG| has a well-defined Euler
characteristic and that we may apply Fubini’s theorem to the map |A|.
Definition 4.9 (Γ -inertia definable groupoid). We say that an orbit-definable groupoid G is Γ -inertia
definable if the space |ΛΓG| and map |A| are definable.
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If G is a compact Lie group and X is a semialgebraic G-set, then G˙X is Γ -inertia definable for
any finitely presented group Γ by the description on Remark 4.3 and Corollary 3.4. We now show that
cocompact proper Lie groupoids have this property as well.
Lemma 4.10 (Cocompact proper Lie groupoids are Γ -inertia definable). Let G be a cocompact proper
Lie groupoid. Then for any finitely presented discrete group Γ , G is Γ -inertia definable and |ΛΓG| is
compact.
Proof. Let x P G0. By the slice theorem [37, Corollary 3.11], there is a neighborhood Ux of x in
G0 diffeomorphic to Ox ˆ Vx where Vx is an invariant open neighborhood of the origin in a linear
representation of Gxx andOx is an open neighborhood of x in its orbit, such that G|Ux is isomorphic to the
product of Gxx˙Vx and the pair groupoid on Ox. Choosing a presentation Γ “ xγ1, . . . , γℓ | R1, . . . , Rky
of Γ , it follows as in Remark 4.3 that the open subset HompΓ,G|Uxq of HompΓ,Gq given by those φ
such that φ0 P Ux can be identified via φ ÞÑ pφpγ1q, . . . , φpγrqq with the set of points pg1, . . . , gℓ, v, oq P
pGxxq
ℓˆVxˆOx such that the gi satisfy the algebraic relationsRj and gipvq “ v for each i. Recalling that
πΛ : HompΓ,Gq Ñ |ΛΓG| denotes the orbit map, it follows that πΛpHompΓ,G|Uxqq is homeomorphic
to the quotient of an algebraic subset of pGxxq
ℓ ˆ Vx by the diagonal of the linear G
x
x -action on Vx and
component-wise conjugation on pGxx q
ℓ. Then by [8, Corollary 1.6], πΛpHompΓ,G|Ux qq is a semialgebraic
set and hence definable.
For each orbit in |G|, choose a representative x from the orbit and a set Ux as above. Via the
identification of Ux with VxˆOx, let U
1
x be a G
x
x -invariant open neighborhood of x such that U
1
x Ă Ux.
Then as |G| is compact, it can be covered by finitely many πpU 1xq so that |ΛΓG| is covered by finitely
many πΛpHompΓ,G|U 1xqq. As each πΛpHompΓ,G|U 1x
qq is compact, |ΛΓG| is compact as well. Then |ΛΓG|
is a compact Hausdorff (hence regular) semialgebraic space in the sense of [17, Definition 3] so that
by [18, Theorem 3.2], |ΛΓG| admits a locally finite, hence finite, triangulation. It follows that |ΛΓG|
is definable. Finally, note that in each πΛpHompΓ,G|U 1xqq, |A| corresponds to the restriction of the
semialgebraic equivariant map Gxxz
`
pGxxq
ℓ ˆ Vx
˘
Ñ GxxzVx induced by the projection pG
x
xq
ℓ ˆ Vx Ñ Vx
so that the induced map |A| is semialgebraic by Lemma 2.1. 
With this, the application of Fubini’s theorem to |A| yields the following.
Theorem 4.11 (χΓ as the Euler characteristic of a space). If Γ is a finitely presented discrete group
and G is a Γ -inertia definable groupoid, then
χΓ pGq “ χp|ΛΓG|q.
Proof. We apply Fubini’s theorem to the definable map |A| : |ΛΓG| Ñ |G| to yield
χp|ΛΓG|q “
ż
|ΛΓG|
1 dχpGφq
“
ż
|G|
˜ż
|A|´1pGxq
1 dχpGφq
¸
dχpGxq
“
ż
|G|
χ
`
GxxzHompΓ,G
x
x q
˘
dχpGxq
“ χΓ pGq. 
It follows that when G is an orbifold groupoid presenting the orbifold Q, the χΓ pGq coincide with
the χΓ pQq defined in [24] and recalled in Section 2.3.
If A is a locally compact semialgebraic set, then it is demonstrated in [12, Section 1.8] that the
Euler characteristic χpAq is equal to the Euler characteristic of the Borel–Moore homology of A with
coefficients in Z{2Z, i.e., the alternating sum of the Betti numbers. If A is moreover compact, then
the Borel–Moore homology is equal to the usual homology HipA;Z{2Zq of A. Hence, we have the
following.
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Corollary 4.12. If Γ is a finitely presented discrete group and G is a Γ -inertia definable groupoid
such that |ΛΓG| is a locally compact semialgebraic set, then χΓ pGq is equal to the Euler characteristic
of the Borel–Moore homology of |ΛΓG| with coefficients in Z{2Z. If |ΛΓG| is in addition compact, then
χΓ pGq is equal to the Euler characteristic of the usual homology of |ΛΓG|.
Because the Morita equivalence class of ΛΓG depends only on the Morita equivalence class of G by
Lemma 4.4, and because the orbit spaces of Morita equivalent groupoids are homeomorphic so that
|ΛΓG| depends only on the Morita equivalence class of G, we have the following.
Corollary 4.13 (Morita invariance of χΓ ). If Γ is a finitely presented discrete group and G is a
Γ -inertia definable groupoid, then χΓ pGq depends only on the Morita equivalence class of G.
Now, suppose Γ is be finitely presented discrete group and G is a Γ -inertia definable topological
groupoid. If U Ď G0 such that πpUq is a definable subset of |G|, then |A|
´1pπpUqq is a definable subset
of |ΛΓG|. It follows that G|U is as well Γ -inertia definable. Then using Corollary 4.8 and Theorem 4.11,
the additivity of χ extends to χΓ as follows.
Corollary 4.14 (Additivity of χΓ ). Let Γ be a finitely presented discrete group and G a Γ -inertia
definable groupoid. If S, T Ď |G| are definable subsets such that S Y T “ |G| and U, V,W Ď G0 such
that the inclusions G|U Ñ G|π´1pSq, G|V Ñ G|π´1pT q, and G|W Ñ G|π´1pSXT q are essential equivalences
of topological groupoids, then
χΓ pGq “ χΓ pG|U q ` χΓ pG|V q ´ χΓ pG|W q.
Proof. Note that the hypotheses imply πpUq “ S, πpV q “ T , and πpW q “ S X T , and moreover that
G|U , G|V , and G|W are orbit-definable. Hence via the homeomorphisms given in Corollary 4.8, we can
identify |ΛΓ pG|U q| “ |A|
´1pSq, |ΛΓ pG|V q| “ |A|
´1pT q, and |ΛΓ pG|W q| “ |A|
´1pS X T q. In particular,
as S, T , and hence S X T are definable, their preimages under the definable map |A| are definable
subsets of |ΛΓ pGq|, so each of the corresponding restrictions of |A| are as well definable. That is,
G|U , G|V , and G|W are inertia definable, and the homeomorphisms given by Corollary 4.8 are definable
homeomorphisms. Then |ΛΓG| “ |A|
´1pSq Y |A|´1pT q and |A|´1pSq X |A|´1pT q “ |A|´1pS X T q so
that by the additivity of χ,
χ
`
|ΛΓ pGq|
˘
“ χ
`
|ΛΓ pG|U q|
˘
` χ
`
|ΛΓ pG|V q|
˘
´ χ
`
|ΛΓ pG|W q|
˘
.
Applying Theorem 4.11 completes the proof. 
Note that in Corollary 4.14, sets U , V , and W of course always exist; we can take U “ π´1pAq,
V “ π´1pBq, and W “ π´1pAXBq so that the weak equivalences are isomorphisms.
Finally, we have that χΓ is also multiplicative; see also [25, Lemma 3.1].
Lemma 4.15 (Multiplicativity of χΓ ). Let Γ be a finitely presented discrete group and let G and H
be Γ -inertia definable groupoids. Then G ˆH is Γ -inertia definable, and
χΓ pG ˆHq “ χΓ pGqχΓ pHq.
Proof. In [24, Proposition 3.2], it is demonstrated for arbitrary groupoids G andH that ΛΓ pGqˆΛΓ pHq
is isomorphic to ΛΓ pG ˆHq, where the map on objects is given by the obvious map sending pφ, ψq P
HompΓ,Gq ˆ HompΓ,Hq to φ ˆ ψ Ñ HompΓ,G ˆHq, i.e., pφ ˆ ψqpγq “ pφpγq, ψpγqq. If G and H are
topological groupoids, then it is obvious that this map is an isomorphism of topological groupoids.
Hence |ΛΓ pG ˆHq| “ |ΛΓG| ˆ |ΛΓH| and, using recalling |AΓ,G | denotes the orbit map of the anchor
of the Γ -inertia groupoid of G, we have |AΓ,GˆH| “ |AΓ,G | ˆ |AΓ,H|. Therefore, G ˆ H is Γ -inertia
definable, and the result follows from Theorem 4.11 and the multiplicativity of χ. 
4.3. Examples. Here, we give a few concrete examples of computations of χZpGq and χΓ pGq. We
consider translation groupoids for simplicity. See Section 5.3 and [50] for examples of proper Lie
groupoids that are not Morita equivalent to translation groupoids.
It is well known that the Euler characteristic of a compact Lie group of positive dimension is zero.
Hence, if Gxx is abelian, then χpAdGxxzG
x
xq “ χpG
x
xq “ 0. However, the partition of |G| into the level sets
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of χpAdGxxzG
x
xq can still have an interesting effect on χΓ pGq, even when all isotropy groups are abelian,
as we illustrate with the following.
Example 4.16. Let X “ S2 denote the unit sphere in R3 and let G “ SOp2,Rq act by rotations
about the z-axis. Then the orbit space |G ˙ X | of the translation groupoid G ˙ X is given by an
interval r´1, 1s parameterized by the z-coordinate of points in the orbit. The isotropy group of orbits
corresponding to z “ ˘1 is SOp2,Rq, while the isotropy group of other points is trivial. Hence, for a
finitely presented group Γ , the integral in Equation (3.2) can be expressed as
χΓ pG˙Xq “
ż
t´1,1u
χ
`
HompΓ, SOp2,Rqq
˘
dχpzq `
ż
p´1,1q
dχpzq
“ 2χ
`
HompΓ, SOp2,Rqq
˘
´ 1,
where we note that as SOp2,Rq is abelian so that the conjugation action is trivial. Hence, if Γ “ Zℓ
for some ℓ ě 1, then χ
`
HompΓ, SOp2,Rqq
˘
“ χ
`
SOp2,Rqℓ
˘
“ 0, and χZℓpG ˙Xq “ ´1. If Γ “ Z{kZ
for some positive integer k, then a choice of generator for Z{kZ identifies HompΓ, SOp2,Rqq with the
set of kth roots of unity so that χ
`
HompΓ, SOp2,Rqq
˘
“ k and χZ{kZpG˙Xq “ 2k ´ 1.
In addition, the inertia space of G ˙ X is given by two circles attached by a line segment, which
has Euler characteristic ´1. For arbitrary Γ , |ΛΓ pG˙Xq| is given by two copies of HompΓ, SOp2,Rqq
attached by a line segment.
Example 4.17. For an example that is not a Lie groupoid, we can replaceX in Example 4.16 with any
SOp2,Rq-invariant semialgebraic subset of R3, and the resulting translation groupoid is orbit-definable
by Corollary 3.4. For example, let X be the union of the positive z-axis Z “ tp0, 0, zq : z ě 0u and
the closed unit disk in the xy-plane D “ tpx, y, 0q : x2 ` y2 ď 1u. Each point on Z has isotropy
SOp2,Rq, and the remaining points have trivial isotropy. Then |G ˙X | is given by Z with a closed
interval attached by identifying an endpoint of the interval to the origin in Z. Similarly, |ΛΓ pG˙Xq|
is the product Z ˆ HompΓ, SOp2,Rqq with an endpoint of a closed interval attached to the point
p0,1q where 1 denotes the identity homomorphism. As Z is a half-open interval, χpZq “ 0 so that
χ
`
Z ˆ HompΓ, SOp2,Rqq
˘
“ χpZq
`
HompΓ, SOp2,Rqq
˘
“ 0. Hence, for any finitely presented Γ ,
χΓ pG˙Xq is the Euler characteristic of a half-open interval, i.e., χΓ pG˙Xq “ 0.
Similarly, let Z 1 “ tp0, 0, zq : z P Ru denote the entire z-axis, and let X 1 “ Z 1 Y D. Then
|G ˙ X 1| is Z 1 with an endpoint of a closed interval attached to the origin, and |ΛΓ pG ˙ X
1q| is
the product Z 1 ˆ HompΓ, SOp2,Rqq with an endpoint of a closed interval attached to p0,1q. Here,
χpZ 1q “ ´1, so as the Euler characteristic of the points with trivial isotropy vanishes as above,
χΓ pG˙X
1q “ χ
`
Z 1 ˆHompΓ, SOp2,Rqq
˘
“ ´χ
`
HompΓ, SOp2,Rqq
˘
for any finitely generated Γ .
Example 4.18. Let X “ R3 and let G “ SOp3,Rq act by its defining representation. Then the orbit
space |G˙X | of the translation groupoid G˙X is given by a ray r0,8q parameterized by the distance
r of points in the orbit to the origin. The isotropy group of orbits corresponding to r ą 0 is SOp2,Rq,
while the isotropy group of the point r “ 0 is SOp3,Rq. Hence, for a finitely presented group Γ , the
integral in Equation (3.2) can be expressed as
χΓ pG˙Xq “
ż
t0u
χ
`
SOp3,RqzHompΓ, SOp3,Rqq
˘
dχprq `
ż
p0,8q
χ
`
HompΓ, SOp2,Rqq
˘
dχprq
“ χ
`
t0u
˘
χ
`
SOp3,RqzHompΓ, SOp3,Rqq
˘
` χ
`
p0,8q
˘
χ
`
HompΓ, SOp2,Rqq
˘
“ χ
`
SOp3,RqzHompΓ, SOp3,Rqq
˘
´ χ
`
HompΓ, SOp2,Rqq
˘
.
If Γ “ Z, then χZpG ˙Xq “ 1, as AdSOp3,RqzSOp3,Rq is a closed interval while AdSOp2,RqzSOp2,Rq “
SOp2,Rq is a circle. See [21, Section 4.2.6] for a description of the inertia space |ΛZpG ˙Xq| in this
case.
5. Γ -Euler characteristics for translation and proper cocompact Lie groupoids
5.1. The Γ -Euler characteristic for translation groupoids. In this section, we consider the case
that G “ G˙X is a translation groupoid where G is a compact Lie group, X is a topological G-space,
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and the χpℓqpX,Gq are defined; see [25] and Definition 2.4. For simplicity, we will assume that X is
a semialgebraic G-set, which includes most of the cases for which the χpℓq are defined and fits within
the framework of this paper. We will show below that χℓpX,Gq “ χZℓpG˙Xq, and hence that the χΓ
generalize the χpℓq. Note that the χpℓqpX,Gq are defined iteratively by integrating over the space of
conjugacy classes in G, while the extension χΓ to groupoids in Equation (3.2) required changing the
order of integration to integrate over the orbit space of the groupoid. Here, we give a formulation of
χΓ for an arbitrary finitely presented discrete group Γ where the integral is over the space of conjugacy
classes in HompΓ,Gq, and hence is closer to the spirit of [25]. This yields a definition of χpℓq that is
not iterative.
Lemma 5.1 (Semialgebraic G-sets are Γ -inertia definable). Let G be a compact Lie group and X a
semialgebraic G-set. Then for any finitely presented discrete group Γ , ΛΓ pG ˙Xq is orbit-definable,
and G˙X is Γ -inertia definable.
Proof. Using the description of HompΓ,G ˙ Xq given above, HompΓ,G ˙ Xq is a semialgebraic G-
set so that ΛΓ pG ˙ Xq “ G ˙ HompΓ,G ˙ Xq is orbit-definable by Corollary 3.4. In particular,
|ΛpG ˙ Xq| “ GzHompΓ,G ˙ Xq is semialgebraic and hence definable. As A is the restriction of
the projection Gℓ ˆ X Ñ X , it is G-equivariant and semialgebraic so that |A| is semialgebraic by
Lemma 2.1. 
Notation 5.2. For an element φ P HompΓ,Gq, let rφsG denote the G-conjugacy class of φ, let CGpφq
denote the centralizer of φ in G, and let Xxφy denote the set of points in X fixed by the image of
φ. For the special case Γ “ Z, we can identify HompZ, Gq with G by fixing a generator of Z, and
then GzHompZ, Gq “ AdGzG is the set of conjugacy classes in G. For g P G, we let rgsG denote the
G-conjugacy class of g, CGpgq its centralizer, and X
xgy the set of its fixed points in X .
For φ P HompΓ,Gq, the centralizer CGpφq is a closed subgroup of G. As X
xφy can be defined
by a finite number of algebraic conditions using the description of φ in Notation 3.5, each Xxφy is
definable. The set
Ť
φ1PrφsG
tφ1uˆXxφ
1y is a G-invariant subspace of HompΓ,G˙Xq Ď HompΓ,GqˆX
as Xxgφg
´1y “ gXxφy for any g P G; see Remark 4.3. We have the following.
Lemma 5.3. Let G be a compact Lie group, X a semialgebraic G-set, and Γ a finitely presented group.
For each φ P HompΓ,Gq, the topological groupoids G “ CGpφq ˙X
xφy and H “ G ˙
`Ť
φ1PrφsG
tφ1u ˆ
Xxφ
1y
˘
are Morita equivalent, hence the orbit spaces |G| and |H| are homeomorphic. Moreover, the
groupoid G is orbit-definable, and the homeomorphism |G| Ñ |H| Ď |ΛpG ˙Xq| is definable as a map
|G| Ñ |ΛpG˙Xq|.
Proof. Let ρ : G Ñ H be the groupoid homomorphism with ρ0pxq “ pφ, xq and ρ1
`
g, pφ, xq
˘
“
pgφg´1, gxq for g P CGpφq. Then the map t˝pr1 : H1sHˆΦ0G0 Ñ H0 is given by GˆX
xφy Q
`
g, pφ, xq
˘
ÞÑ
pgφg´1, gxq, which is open by [49, I. Proposition 3.1(i)]. For any φ1 “ gφg´1 P rφsG and x P X
xφ1y,
pφ1, xq is the image under this map of g´1pφ1, xq “ pφ, g´1xq where g´1x P Xxφy, so t ˝ pr1 is sur-
jective. The restriction H|ρpG0q is obviously isomorphic to G so that G1 “ pG0 ˆ G0qΦ0ˆΦ0 pˆsH,tHqH1
via ρ and the corresponding maps ps, tq. Hence ρ is an essential equivalence. Finally, note that
Xxφy “ Xxφpγ1qy X ¨ ¨ ¨ X Xxφpγℓqy for generators γ1, . . . , γℓ of Γ and hence is semialgebraic. Then as
CGpφq is compact, X
xφy is a semialgebraic CGpφq-set so that G is orbit-definable by Corollary 3.4. The
map ρ0 is a semialgebraic embedding of X
xφy into HompΓ,G ˙ Xq so that its composition with the
definable orbit map HompΓ,G ˙Xq Ñ |ΛpG ˙ Xq| is definable. Hence, the map |G| Ñ |ΛpG ˙ Xq|,
yielding the homeomorphism onto |H|, is definable. 
We now have the following, demonstrating that the higher-order orbifold Euler characteristics of
Equation (2.3) coincide with the χZℓ of Equation (3.2) when they are both defined. The idea behind
the proof is that, by Lemma 4.5, the ΛZℓpG˙Xq can be iterated, i.e., ΛZℓpG˙Xq “ ΛZpΛZℓ´1pG˙Xqq,
allowing us to interpret each iteration of the recursive definition in Equation (2.3) in terms of applying
ΛZ.
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Theorem 5.4 (χZℓ generalizes χ
pℓq). Let G be a compact Lie group and X and semialgebraic G-set.
Then for each ℓ ě 0, χpℓqpX,Gq “ χZℓpG˙Xq. In particular, χ
p1qpX,Gq “ χZpG˙Xq.
Proof. We prove by induction on ℓ that χpℓqpX,Gq “ χp|ΛZℓpG˙Xq|q, and then the claim follows by
Theorem 4.11. If ℓ “ 0, then χp0qpX,Gq “ χpGzXq and Λ0pG ˙Xq “ G ˙X so that χ
p0qpX,Gq “
χp|Λ0pG ˙Xq|q. Consider the case ℓ “ 1. Fixing a generator of Z, we identify HompZ, G ˙Xq with
the subspace tpg, xq P G ˆX : gx “ xu of G ˆX , i.e., a homomorphism φ : Z Ñ G ˙X corresponds
to the point pφ1p1q, φ0q P G ˆX . Then the projection pr1 : G ˆX Ñ G restricts to a G-equivariant
map pr1 : HompZ, G ˙ Xq Ñ G and hence induces a map | pr1 | : |ΛZpG ˙ Xq| Ñ AdGzG. As pr1 is
equivariant and semialgebraic, | pr1 | is semialgebraic by Lemma 2.1. For rgsG P AdGzG, we have
| pr1 |
´1prgsGq “ Gztph, xq P GˆX : hx “ x and h P rgsGu
“ Gz
` ď
hPrgsG
thu ˆXxhy
˘
,
which is definably homeomorphic to CGpgqzX
xgy by Lemma 5.3. Then we can express
χp1qpX,Gq “
ż
AdGzG
χ
`
CGpgqzX
xgy
˘
dχprgsGq
“
ż
AdGzG
χ
`
| pr1 |
´1prgsGq
˘
dχprgsGq
“
ż
AdGzG
˜ż
| pr
1
|´1prgsGq
1 dχ
¸
dχprgsGq.
Applying Fubini’s theorm to the map | pr1 |, this is equal toż
|ΛZpG˙Xq|
1 dχprφsGq “ χp|ΛZpG˙Xq|q.
By Theorem 4.11, χp1qpX,Gq “ χZpG˙Xq.
Now assume χpℓ´1qpX,Gq “ χp|ΛZℓ´1pG ˙ Xq|q for some ℓ ě 2. Fixing generators of Z
ℓ and
identifying φ P HompZℓ, Gq with the image of the generators pgℓ, . . . , g1q P G
ℓ, HompZℓ, G ˙ Xq “
tpgℓ, . . . , g1, xq P G
ℓˆX : gix “ x @i ď ℓu. The projection pr1 : G
ℓˆX Ñ G mapping pgℓ, . . . , g1, xq ÞÑ
gℓ is G-equivariant and induces as in the previous case a semialgebraic map | pr
ℓ
1 | : |ΛZℓpG ˙Xq| Ñ
AdGzG. For g P G, the preimage | pr
ℓ
1 |
´1prgsGq is given by the G-quotient of the set of pgℓ, . . . , g1, xq P
Gℓ ˆX such that the gi pairwise commute, gix “ x for each i, and gℓ P rgsG. We may rewrite this as
| prℓ1 |
´1prgsGq “ Gz
´ ď
gℓPrgsG
tgℓu ˆ tpgℓ´1, . . . , g1, xq P CGpgℓq
ℓ´1 ˆXxgℓy : gix “ x, gigj “ gjgiu
¯
“ Gz
´ ď
gℓPrgsG
tgℓu ˆHompZ
ℓ´1, CGpgℓq ˙X
xgℓyq
¯
“ Gz
´ ď
gℓPrgsG
tgℓu ˆHompZ
ℓ´1, G˙Xqxgℓy
¯
.
Here, the G-action on HompZℓ´1, G ˙ Xq corresponds to the diagonal action on pgℓ´1, . . . , g1, xq.
By Lemma 5.3, this space is definably homeomorphic to CGpgqzHompZ
ℓ´1, G ˙ Xqxgy, which by the
definition of theG-action is equal to CGpgqzHompZ
ℓ´1, CGpgq˙X
xgyq. Note thatXxgy is a semialgebraic
CGpgq-set so that CGpgq ˙ HompZ
ℓ´1, CGpgq ˙ X
xgyq “ ΛZℓ´1pCGpgq ˙ X
xgyq is orbit-definable by
Lemma 5.1. Then by the inductive hypothesis, we have
χpℓqpX,Gq “
ż
AdGzG
χpℓ´1q
`
CGpgqzX
xgy
˘
dχprgsGq
“
ż
AdGzG
χ
`
|ΛZℓ´1pCGpgq ˙X
xgyq|
˘
dχprgsGq,
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which by the previous discussion is equal to
“
ż
AdGzG
χ
`
HompZℓ´1, CGpgq ˙X
xgyq
˘
dχprgsGq
“
ż
AdGzG
χ
`
| prℓ1 |
´1prgsGq
˘
dχprgsGq
“
ż
AdGzG
˜ż
| prℓ
1
|´1prgsGq
1 dχprφsGq
¸
dχprgsGq.
Applying Fubini’s theorem, we continue
“
ż
AdGzG
˜ż
| prℓ
1
|´1prgsGq
1 dχprφsGq
¸
dχprgsGq
“
ż
|Λ
Zℓ
pG˙Xq|
1 dχprφsGq
“ χp|ΛZℓpG˙Xq|q,
completing the proof. 
In particular, Theorem 5.4 and Corollary 4.13 imply the following.
Corollary 5.5 (Morita invariance of χpℓq). Let G be a compact Lie group, X and semialgebraic G-set,
and Γ a finitely presented discrete group. Then the χpℓqpG˙Xq depend only on the Morita equivalence
class of the translation groupoid G˙X.
Finally, using the same idea as the proof of Theorem 5.4, we can give a description of χΓ pG˙Xq for
an arbitrary finitely presented discrete group Γ that is very closely related to the original definitions
of χpℓq in [25].
Theorem 5.6 (χΓ for translation groupoids). Let G be a compact Lie group, X and semialgebraic
G-set, and Γ a finitely presented discrete group. Then
χΓ pG˙Xq “
ż
GzHompΓ,Gq
χ
`
CGpφqzX
xφy
˘
dχprφsGq.
Proof. The proof is similar to the case ℓ “ 1 of Theorem 5.4. The composition of φ P HompΓ,G˙Xq
with the G-equivariant projection pr1 : GˆX Ñ G restricts to a G-equivariant map pr
Γ
1 : HompΓ,G˙
Xq Ñ HompΓ,Gq and hence induces a semialgebraic map | prΓ1 | : |ΛΓ pG˙Xq| Ñ GzHompΓ,Gq. Using
the identification of HompΓ,G ˙ Xq with a subset of HompΓ,Gq ˆ X in Remark 4.3, we have for
rφsG P GzHompΓ,Gq that
| prΓ1 |
´1prφsGq “ Gztpφ
1, xq : φ1pγq P Gx @γ P Γ and φ
1 P rφsGu
“ Gz
` ď
φ1PrφsG
tφ1u ˆXxφ
1y
˘
,
which is definably homeomorphic to CGpφqzX
xφy by Lemma 5.3. Thenż
GzHompΓ,Gq
χ
`
CGpφqzX
xφy
˘
dχprφsGq “
ż
GzHompΓ,Gq
χ
`
| prΓ1 |
´1prφsGq
˘
dχprφsGq
“
ż
GzHompΓ,Gq
˜ż
| prΓ
1
|´1prφsGq
1 dχprpφ1, xqsGq
¸
dχprφsGq
“
ż
|ΛΓ pG˙Xq|
1 dχprpφ1, xqsGq,
where in the last step we apply Fubini’s theorem to | prΓ1 |. This is equal to χp|ΛΓ pG˙Xq|q, and hence
by Theorem 4.11 to χΓ pG˙Xq, completing the proof. 
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In particular, when Γ “ Zℓ, we can express
χpℓqpG,Xq “
ż
GzHompZℓ,Gq
χ
`
CGpφqzX
xφy
˘
dχprφsGq.
Note that HompZℓ, Gq can be identified with the set of commuting ℓ-tuples of elements of G, and then
the G-action is by component-wise conjugation.
5.2. The χΓ for cocompact proper Lie groupoids. The reason that the higher-order orbifold Euler
characteristics defined in Equations (2.2) and (2.3) do not admit an obvious verbatim generalization
to groupoids is that, for a topological groupoid G, there is no clear candidate for the space AdGzG, in
the case of χZ, or GzHompΓ,Gq more generally. In this section, for the case of a cocompact proper
Lie groupoid, we describe an analog of GzHompΓ,Gq and use it to reformulate the χΓ as an “integral
over the group factor,” in the spirit of Equations (2.2), (2.3), and Theorem 5.6.
It will simplify matters to consider the language of orbispace charts, see [56, Section 3.2.1–2], and
T-orbispace charts, see[36, Section 2.1]. If X is a connected Hausdorff space, an orbispace chart for X
is a triple pV,G, πq where V is a smooth manifold, G is a Lie group G, and π : V Ñ X is a G-invariant
map such that πpV q is open, and π induces a homeomorphism of GzV onto πpV q. The orbispace chart
pV,G, πq is compact if G is compact and linear if V is a G-invariant neighborhood of the origin in a
linear representation of G. Note that in [56, Theorem 3.2.31 and Corollary 3.2.32], Wang demonstrates
that every proper Lie groupoid is Morita equivalent to a groupoid associated to an orbispace atlas for
|G|, a collection of orbispace charts satisfying compatibility conditions; see [56, Definition 3.2.3–4].
By the slice theorem [37, Corollary 3.11], if X “ |G| for a proper Lie groupoid G, then every orbit
Gx P |G| is contained in the image of a compact linear orbispace chart pVx,G
x
x , πxq where Vx Ď G0,
x P Vx Ď G0 corresponds to the origin of the linear representation of G
x
x on Vx, G|Vx is isomorphic to
Gxx ˙ Vx, and πx is the restriction to Vx of the orbit map π : G0 Ñ |G|. We say that such an orbispace
chart is centered at x and will always assume orbispace charts for |G| are of this form. Note that for
such an orbispace chart, the inclusion Vx Ñ G0 induces an essential equivalence G|Vx Ñ G| SatpVxq; see
[37, Proposition 3.7].
Lemma 5.7. Let G be a cocompact proper Lie groupoid. Then there is a finite collection of compact
linear orbispace charts tVi, Gi, πiu centered at xi P G0, i “ 1, . . . , k, such that each πipViq Ď |G| is
definable and |G| “
Ťk
i“1 πipViq.
Proof. By [37, Proposition 3.11] each orbit Gx P |G| is contained in the image πxpVxq Ď |G| of a compact
linear orbispace chart pVx,G
x
x , πxq for |G|. Then each πxpVxq contains an open definable neighborhood
Qx of x, so we may replace Vx with Vx X π
´1
x pQxq to assume that each πxpVxq is a definable subset of
|G|. By compactness, there is a finite set pVi, Gi, πiq, i “ 1, . . . , k, such that the πipViq cover |G|. 
Fix a set tVi, Gi, πiu, i “ 1, . . . , k, of orbispace charts covering |G| as in Lemma 5.7. We now replace
the Vi with subsets Wi Ď Vi such that the πipWiq are disjoint. Specifically, define S1 “ πpVx1q and
for i ě 1, define Si`1 “ πpVxi`1q X p|G|r
Ťi
j“1 Sjq. Then the Si are disjoint, semialgebraic, and cover
|G| by definition. Set Wi “ Vi X π
´1pSiq, and then each Wi is a semialgebraic Gi-invariant subset
of Vi. Note that the Wi may no longer be open and hence are not necessarily manifolds, but the
essential equivalence G|Vx Ñ G| SatpVxq of Lie groupoids obviously restricts to an essential equivalence
G|Wx Ñ G| SatpWxq of topological groupoids.
Theorem 5.8 (χΓ for a cocompact proper Lie groupoid). Let G be a cocompact proper Lie groupoid,
let tVi, Gi, πiu, i “ 1, . . . , k, be a finite set of compact linear orbispace charts covering |G|, and define
Wi and Si as above. Then for a finitely presented discrete group Γ ,
(5.1) χΓ pGq “
kÿ
i“1
ż
GizHompΓ,Giq
χ
`
CGizW
xφy
i pφq
˘
dχpGiφq
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Proof. By Corollary 4.14, noting that the Si are pairwise disjoint, we have
χΓ pGq “
kÿ
i“1
χΓ pG|Wi q.
Then as each G|Wi is isomorphic to Gi ˙Wi, applying Theorem 5.6 completes the proof. 
5.3. Abelian extensions of translation groupoids. Let G be a proper Lie groupoid. We recall
the following from [51, 50]. A representation of G is a vector bundle E Ñ G0 and a Lie groupoid
homomorphism G Ñ GLpEq where GLpEq denotes the groupoid with objects G0 and arrows given by
linear isomorphisms between fibers; see [50, Section 1.1] for more details. A representation G Ñ E of
G is effective at x P G0 if the kernel of the restriction G
x
x Ñ Ex is contained in the ineffective part
of Gx, i.e., the kernel of the action of Gx on a slice at x; a representation is globally effective if it is
effective at every x P G0; see [51, Definition 2]. The groupoid G is reflexive if for each x P Gx, there
is a representation G Ñ GLpEq such that the restriction Gx Ñ GLpExq is injective. Note that if G is
Morita equivalent to a translation groupoid, then it is reflexive; see [51]. See [50, Example 2.10] for a
proper Lie groupoid that is not reflexive and hence not Morita equivalent to a translation groupoid.
Trentinaglia demonstrated in [51, Corollary 4] that if a proper Lie groupoid G admits a globally
effective representation, then it is Morita equivalent to an extension of a translation groupoid by a
bundle of compact groups; see Definitions 5.9 and 5.11 below. Note that in [51, p.709], Trentinaglia
poses the questions of whether every proper Lie groupoid is parareflexive, and whether every parar-
eflexive proper Lie groupoid admits a globally effective representation. As far as we are aware, these
questions remain open.
Here, we consider χΓ pGq of such a groupoid. As we will see, if the isotropy groups of G are abelian
and Γ “ Zℓ, then χΓ pGq is closely related to the Γ -Euler characteristic of the corresponding translation
groupoid, though this relationship does not appear to extend to the nonabelian case.
We begin with the following.
Definition 5.9 (Bundle of Lie groups, [30, Appendix A.1], [31, Section 1.3(c)]). A bundle of Lie
groups is a Lie groupoid G such that s “ t. A bundle of groups is locally trivial if each x P G0 is
contained in a neighborhood U such that G|U is diffeomorphic to the trivial bundle of groups Gx ˆ U .
If s is proper (equivalently, if G is proper), then G is always locally trivial by [57, Theorem 5.1]. In
this case, we say G a bundle of compact Lie groups.
If G is a bundle of compact Lie groups, then |G| “ G0 and for each x, y P G0, Gx » Gy . In particular,
G is orbit-definable if and only if G0 is definable.
Lemma 5.10 (χΓ for bundles of compact Lie groups). Suppose G is an orbit-definable bundle of
compact Lie groups such that G0 is connected. Then for any finitely presented discrete group Γ and
any x P G0,
χΓ pGq “ χpG0qχ
`
AdGxxzHompΓ,G
x
xq
˘
“ χpG0qχΓ pG
x
xq,
where χΓ pG
x
x q is the Γ -Euler characteristic of G
x
x , treated as a groupoid with a single object.
Proof. Using Equation (3.2) and the fact that Gxx does not depend on x,
χΓ pGq “
ż
|G|
χ
`
GxxzHompΓ,G
x
xq
˘
dχpGxq
“
ż
G0
χ
`
G
x
xzHompΓ,G
x
x q
˘
dχpxq
“ χpG0qχ
`
GxxzHompΓ,G
x
xq
˘
. 
Following [51], we consider extensions of the following form.
Definition 5.11 (Extension of a translation groupoid). A proper Lie groupoid G is an extension of a
translation groupoid by a bundle of compact Lie groups if there is a short exact sequence
(5.2) 1Ñ B
ι
Ñ G
ρ
Ñ H ˙ G0 Ñ 1
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such that B is a bundle of compact groups with object space B0 “ G0, ι0 and ρ0 are the identity maps,
and H is a compact Lie group acting smoothly on G0.
If G is an extension as in Definition 5.11, then by the surjectivity of ρ, the orbit spaces |G| and
|H ˙ G0| coincide. Specifically, for x, y P G0, there is a g P G with spgq “ x and tpgq “ y if and only if
there is an h P H such that hx “ y. For each x P G0, the restriction of Equation (5.2) to the isotropy
groups over x yields a group extension
1Ñ Bxx
ι|BxxÑ Gxx
ρ|GxxÑ Hx Ñ 1.
Hence if Gxx » G
y
y for x, y P G0, then Hx » Hy. It follows that if G is orbit-definable, then H ˙ G0 is
orbit-definable as well.
Theorem 5.12 (χZℓ for abelian extensions of translation groupoids). Let G be an extension of a
translation groupoid by a bundle of compact Lie groups. Assume that G is orbit-definable and that for
each x P G0, the isotropy group G
x
x is abelian. Then for each ℓ ě 0 and each x P G0,
χZℓpGq “ χ
`
HompZℓ,Bxxq
˘
χZℓpH ˙ G0q.
Of course, by Corollary 4.13, the theorem applies to a groupoid that is Morita equivalent to such
an extension.
Proof. First note that for each x P G0, as G
x
x is abelian, the subgroup ιpB
x
xq and quotient group
kerpρ|Gxx qzG
x
x are abelian as well so that the isotropy groups of B and H ˙ G0 are abelian as well.
Recalling that |G| “ |H ˙ G0|, we have
χZℓpGq “
ż
|G|
χ
`
GxxzHompZ
ℓ,Gxxq
˘
dχpGxq
“
ż
|H˙G0|
χ
`
HompZℓ,Gxxq
˘
dχpHxq.
By the exactness of HompZℓ, ¨q on abelian groups, see [26, Chapter I, Theorems 2.1 and Proposition
4.4], we have for each x P G0 an exact sequence
1Ñ HompZℓ,Bxxq
ι˚
|BxxÑ HompZℓ,Gxxq
ρ˚
|GxxÑ HompZℓ, Hxq Ñ 1,
where ι˚|Bxx
and ρ˚|Gxx
are the pullbacks. Identifying HompZℓ,Gxxq with pG
x
x q
ℓ and HompZℓ,Bxxq with pB
x
xq
ℓ,
the map ρ˚|Gxx
is realized as the quotient map of the Lie group pGxxq
ℓ by the closed subgroup ιpBxxq
ℓ.
Hence HompZℓ,Gxxq Ñ HompZ
ℓ, Hxq is a fiber bundle with fiber HompZ
ℓ,Bxxq. By the multiplicativity
of χ on fiber bundles, χ
`
HompZℓ,Gxxq
˘
“ χ
`
HompZℓ,Bxxq
˘
χ
`
HompZℓ, Hxq
˘
, and we have
χZℓpGq “
ż
|H˙G0|
χ
`
HompZℓ,Bxxq
˘
χ
`
HompZℓ, Hxq
˘
dχpHxq
“ χ
`
HompZℓ,Bxxq
˘ ż
|H˙G0|
χ
`
HompZℓ, Hxq
˘
dχpHxq
“ χ
`
HompZℓ,Bxxq
˘
χZℓ
`
H ˙G
˘
. 
Note that if Bxx is a compact abelian Lie group such that dimB
x
x ą 0, then χpB
x
xq “ 0. Hence
χ
`
HompZℓ,Bxxq
˘
“ χpBxxq
ℓ “ 0 as well. Therefore, for a groupoid G satisfying the hypotheses of
Theorem 5.12, χZℓpGq “ 0 unless B
x
x is finite.
Finally, we have the following, illustrating that we cannot expect a generalization of Theorem 5.12
to the non-abelian case.
Example 5.13. Let G0 “ txu be a single point, let B “ SO2pRq, letH “ Z{2Z, and let G “ O2pRq. We
define ι and ρ to be the usual expression of O2pRq “ Z{2Z˙SO2pRq, i.e., ι is the embedding of SO2pRq
into O2pRq and ρ is the quotient map to the component group. Treating these groups as groupoids
with a single object, O2pRq is then an extension of a translation groupoid by a bundle of compact
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groups. As SO2pRq and Z{2Z are abelian so that |ΛZ
`
SO2pRq
˘
| “ SO2pRq and |ΛZ
`
Z{2Z
˘
| “ Z{2Z,
we have χ
`
SO2pRq
˘
“ 0 and χ
`
Z{2Z
˘
“ 2. However, |ΛZ
`
O2pRq
˘
| is the set of conjugacy classes of
O2pRq, which is homeomorphic to an interval and a point, so that χ
`
O2pRq
˘
“ 2.
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